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Abstract 

Growing numbers of pervasive devices are gaining access to 
the Internet and other information sources. However, much 
of the rich multimedia content cannot be easily handled by 
the client devices with limited communication, processing, 
storage and display capabilities. In order to improve access, 
we are developing a system for scalable delivery of multi- 
media. The system uses an InfoPyramid for managing and 
manipulating multimedia content composed of video, im- 
ages, audio and text. The InfoPyramid manages the differ- 
ent variations of media objects with different fidelities and 
modalities and generates and selects among the alternatives 
in order to adapt the delivery to different client devices. We 
describe a system for scalable multimedia delivery for a vari- 
ety of client devices, including PDAs, HHCs, smart phones, 
TV browsers and color PCs. 

MULTIMEDIA 
INFOPYRAMIO 

CONTENT 

Figure 1: Scalable multimedia content delivery to pervasive 
computing devices. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

An increasing amount of electronic information takes the 
form of multimedia - an integration of images, video, graph- 
ics, audio and text. Many technologies are being developed 
for compression, indexing, searching and filtering in order 
to better manage multimedia data. However, as depicted in 
Figure 1, enabling effective multimedia content access for a 
wide diversity of client devices is becoming one of the im- 
portant emerging problems in the generation of pervasive 
computing. 

1.1 Pervasive computing 

New classes of pervasive computing devices such as personal 
digital assistants (PDAs), hand-held computers (HHC), smart 
phones, automotive computing devices, and wearable com- 
puters allow users more ubiquitous access to information 
than ever. Many of the devices have capabilities of serving 
as calendar tools, address books, pagers, global positioning 
devices, travel and mapping tools, email clients, and Web 
browsers. 

As users are beginning to rely more heavily on pervasive 
computing devices, there is a growing need for applications 
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to bring multimedia information to the devices. However, 
due to limited device capabilities - in terms of the display 
size, storage, processing power, and network access - there 
are new challenges for designing the applications that allow 
these devices to effectively access, store and process multi- 
media information. Concurrent with the developments in 
pervasive computing, advances in storage, networking and 
authoring tools are driving the production of large amounts 
of rich multimedia content.. The result is a growing mis- 
match between the available rich content and the capabili- 
ties of the client devices to access and process it. The mis- 
match between content requirements and client capabilities 
impacts a number of applications in&ding Internet access 
and Web browsing, multimedia presentation and digital li- 
braries. 

1.2 Internet access 

Several recent projects have focussed on improving Internet 
access for pervasive devices (for example, see [l, 2, 3, 41). 
Fox, et al., developed a system for compressing Internet con- 
tent at a proxy in order to deal with client variability and 
improve end-to-end performance [5]. Ortega, et al., devel- 
oped an image caching method for Internet proxies, which 
reduces the resolution of infrequently accessed images in or- 
der to conserve storage space and bandwidth [6]. Previously, 
we investigated methods for on-line transcoding images [7] 
and general Internet content [8]. Several recent commer- 
cial systems have appeared, such as Intel’s Quick Web [9] 
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and Spyglass’ Prism [lo], that compress Internet content to 
speed-up download time. 

In the area of content authoring, special markup lan- 
guages, such as WML ([ll]), SMIL ([12]), and multimedia 
formats, such as MPEG-4 ([13]), are being developed with 
pervasive devices or content adaptation in mind. WML 
is suited for developing text-only applications for devices 
such as pagers and ceil phones. SMIL provides a language 
for creating synchronized multimedia presentations. SMIL 
supports client adaptation by providing switch statements, 
such as for high and low bandwidth. By representing video 
streams by collections of individual and independent media 
objects, MPEG-4 allows for better adaptation of the deliv- 
ery of video to different bandwidth conditions. 

1.3 Multimedia presentation 

In many multimedia presentations, maintaining synchroniza- 
tion among the individual media objects is important. Syn- 
chronization presents a problem when the media objects 
are distributed and/or need to be transcoded. Candan, et 
al [14], and Vogel, et al [15], investigated synchronized pre- 
sentation issues for distributed multimedia documents. Can- 
dan included modeling parameters for maintaining synchro- 
nization under transcoding, such as image conversion be- 
tween JPEG and GIF formats. Previously, we investigated 
methods for adapting multimedia presentations to client de- 
vices by optimizing media object selection for the device 
constraints [16]. Weitzman, et al, investigated grammars for 
dynamic presentation and layout of multimedia documents 
under different presentation conditions [17]. 

1.4 Universal access 

Universal access is an important functionality of digital li- 
braries [18, 191. Since digital libraries are designed to serve 
large numbers of diverse users, they need to accommodate 
the special needs of the users, constraints of the client de- 
vices, and bandwidth conditions. In some cases, the users, 
such as those that are hearing or sight impaired, need speech- 
only or text-only access to the digital library. To provide 
universal access, the digital libraries need to either store and 
deliver different variations of the content, or perform media 
conversion before content delivery. Recently, proposals have 
been made to MPEG-7 to establish standard meta-data to 
assist in media conversion for universal access [20, 21, 221. 

1.5 InfoPyramid 

In order to improve the accessibility of multimedia content 
by pervasive computing devices, we are developing a scal- 
able multimedia delivery system, as shown in Figure 1. We 
represent the media objects that constitute the multimedia 
documents using an InfoPyramid data model, as shown in 
Figure 2. The InfoPyramid manages the different variations 
of the media objects with different modalities and fideli- 
ties [23]. The scalable multimedia delivery is then enabled 
by either 

1. storing, managing, selecting, and delivering different 
variations of the media objects in the 1nfoPyramid in 
order to adapt the multimedia documents to the client 
devices [16], or 

2. manipulating the media objects on-the-fly, such as by 
using methods in the InfoPyramid for text-to-speech 
translation, image transcoding and summarization [8]. 

This allows the multimedia content delivery to adapt to the 
wide diversity of client device capabilities for communica- 
tion, processing, storage, and display. 

1.6 Outline 

In this paper, we describe the scalable system for delivering 
multimedia content, as follows: in section 2, we present the 
InfoPyramid multimedia data model and describe the pro- 
cesses for media object management and manipulation. In 
section 3, we present a system for adaptive delivery of mul- 
timedia content by optimizing the selection of the different 
variations of the media objects. In section 4, we present a 
system for dynamically transcoding media objects by auto- 
matically routing through the content manipulation meth- 
ods. Finally, in section 5, we describe the deployment of 
a scalable multimedia delivery transcoding proxy system to 
enable Internet access for pervasive computing devices. 

2 INFOPYRAMID FRAMEWORK 

The InfoPyramid provides a general framework for manag- 
ing and manipulating media objects. As depicted in Fig- 
ure 2, the InfoPyramid manages different variations of me- 
dia objects with different modalities (video, image, text, and 
audio) and fidelities (summarized, compressed, and scaled 
variations) [23]. The InfoPyramid also provides and man- 
ages the translation and summarization methods that gen- 
erate the different variations of the media objects. 

VIDEO IMAGE TEXT AUDIO 

MODALITY 

Figure 2: The InfoPyramid provides a framework for manag- 
ing multiple variations of media objects and for manipulat- 
ing them using methods for translation and summarization. 

Each media object is represented by a cell in the InfoPy- 
ramid. For example, in Figure 2, the cell in the lower-left 
corner of the InfoPyramid corresponds to a high-resolution 
video. The cells above this one in the video column cor- 
respond to the lower-resolution or compressed alternatives 
(lower fidelity) of the video. The cells to the right corre- 
spond to the different image, text and audio alternatives 
(different modalities) of the video sequence. Here, the no- 
tion of fidelity refers to a subjective score and not necessarily 
a quantitative measure such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

On the other hand, the cell in the bottom of the text col- 
umn corresponds to a full-detailed body of text. The cells 
above it in the text column correspond to the summarized 
and compressed alternatives (lower fidelity) of the text body. 
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3 ADAPTIVE DELIVERY The cells in the audio column correspond to different varia- 
tions of the text rendered as audio (different modality), such 
as by text-to-speech conversion. 

2.1 Translation and summarization 

Manipulation operations for media objects in the InfoPyra- 
mid alter their modality and fidelity. The translation meth- 
ods convert the media objects to different modalities, such as 
text to audio, or video to images. The summarization meth- 
ods generate different variations within the same modality, 
but with different fidelity. For example, the summarization 
methods compress the images, summarize text, and gener- 
ate video abstractions. The translation and summarization 
methods can be cascaded to change both the modality and 
fidelity of the media objects, as shown in Figure 2. 

2.2 Other variations 

In general, other variations of the multimedia objects can 
serve as substitutions for the purpose of scalable delivery. 
This notion of variations has been proposed to MPEG-7 for 
applications relating to universal multimedia access. In [22], 
the variations refer to relationships such as translation, sum- 
marization, extraction, scaling, visualization and substitu- 
tion. Each variation relationship is assigned a fidelity score 
which indicates how well it substitutes for the original. 

2.3 InfoPyramid data model 

The InfoPyramid provides a complete data model for man- 
aging and manipulating the media objects. The InfoPyra- 
mid data model consists of classes for the different modalities 
and fidelities (data) and transcoders (methods). The data 
model distinguishes between the two types of transcoders - 
translators and summarizers. The data model is extensible 
in that, initially, we define four modalities - video, image, 
text and audio. 

Other modalities can be added, such as 3-D graphic mod- 
els and text languages. We initially define several transcoders 
such as text-to-speech conversion, image transcoding, video 
transcoding, video-to-image key-frame extraction and text 
summarization. The data model can also be extended by 
adding new transcoders by deriving from the translator or 
summarizer classes. 

2.4 Multimedia document layout and synchronization 

Since the InfoPyramid provides only a data model for man- 
aging the constituent media objects in a multimedia docu- 
ment, it does not itself address the issues of the multimedia 
document layout and synchronization. Several languages 
are available for specifying the multimedia document layout, 
such as HTML or SMIL [12]. The multimedia presentation 
specifies the spatial and temporal location, size and duration 
of each media object in the multimedia document. 

Since the InfoPyramid provides a way to substitute and 
transcode the media objects, the document layout may need 
to be modified to accommodate the different combinations of 
media objects. However, in this paper we assume that each 
media object has an initial relative location and duration 
in space and time, as determined by the document layout. 
When we substitute different variations of the media objects 
in the multimedia presentation, we do not alter the relative 
location and size of the media object. 

We consider the two forms of scalable multimedia delivery to 
pervasive devices - adaptive delivery and on-line transcod- 
ing. In adaptive delivery, the content server uses the In- 
foPyramid to manage and select the different variations of 
the media objects. When a client device requests a multi- 
media document, the server selects and delivers the most 
appropriate variation of each of the media objects. The se- 
lection can be made on the basis of the capabilities of the 
client devices, such as display size, display color depth, net- 
work bandwidth, client storage and so forth, as we describe 
next. We describe the InfoPyramid on-line transcoder later 
in Section 4. 

3.1 Content selection 

We provide a procedure for optimizing the selection of the 
different variations of media objects within a multimedia 
document that maximizes the total content value given the 
constraints of the client devices. We define a multimedia 
presentation M = [D, ,C] as a tuple consisting of a multime- 
dia document V and a document layout C. We define the 
multimedia document D as the set of media objects Oij, as 
follows: 

2) = {(O;,),) (multimedia document), 

where (OiJ)n gives the nth media object, which has modal- 
ity i and fidelity j. The document layout C gives the relative 
spatial and temporal location and size of each media object. 
We define an InfoPyramid Z’P of a media object as a collec- 
tion of the different variations of the media object Oi,, as 
follows: 

ZP = {O;j} (InfoPyramid). 

We then define an InfoPyramid document ZPD as a set of 
InfoPyramid objects {Oij}, as follows: 

ZPV = {ZP,) = {{Oij}n} (InfoPyramid document). 

3.1.1 Content value scores 

In order to optimize the selection, the InfoPyramid uses con- 
tent value scores V((Oi,)) for each of the media objects Oi,, 
as shown in Figure 3. The content value scores can be based 
on automatic measures, such as entropy, or loss in fidelity 
that results from translating or summarizing the content. 
For example, the content value scores can be linked to the 
distortion introduced from compressing the images or audio. 
Otherwise, the content value scores can be tied directly to 
the methods that manipulate the content, or be assigned 
manually. 

Figure 3 illustrates examples of the relative reciprocal 
content value scores of different variations of a video object. 
In this example, the original video (lower-left) has the high- 
est content value. The manipulation of the video along the 
dimension of fidelity or modality reduces the content value. 
For example, converting the video to a sequence of images 
results in a small reduction in content value. Converting the 
video to a highly compressed audio track produces a higher 
reduction in the content value. 

3.2 Media object variation selection 

Given a multimedia document with N media objects, let 
{Oij}, give the InfoPyramid of the nth media object. Let 
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Figure 3: Example of the reciprocal content value scores 
assigned for different media objects variations of a video in 
the HoPyramid. 

V((oi,),) give the relative content value score of the varia- 
tion of the nth media object with modality i and fidelity j, 
and let D((Oij),) give its data size. 

Let DT give the total maximum data size allocated for 
the multimedia document by the client device. The total 
maximum data size may, in practice, be derived from the 
user’s specified maximum load-time and the network condi- 
tions, or from the device constraints in storage or processing. 

3.2.1 Maximum content value 

The content selection process selects media object variation 
OTj from each InfoPyramid in order to maximize the total 
content value for a target data size DT as follows: 

C V((OT,),) = mai(C V((%)n)), and 
n n 

~WO:,)n) I DTI 
n 

where (OTj), gives for each n, the optimal variation of the 
media object, which has fidelity i and modality j. 

3.2.2 Minimum load time 

Alternatively, given a minimum acceptable total content 
value VT, the content select process selects media object 
variations 01’3 from each InfoPyramid in order to minimum 
the total data size as follows: 

c ~((0:~)~) = min(> D((o;,)n)), XXI 

Cv((O,',)n) 2 VT? 

n 

where, as above, (O,*,), gives for each n, the optimal varia- 
tion of the media object, which has fidelity I and modality 
j. 

3.2.3 Device constraints and preferences 

By extending the selection process, we can consider other 
constraints of the client devices. For example, the content 

selection system can incorporate device screen size ST, as 
follows: let S((O;,),) give the spatial size of the variation of 

the nth media object with modality i and fidelity j. Then, 
we add the constraint 

to the optimization process. In the same way, we can include 
additional device constraints such as color depth, streaming 
bandwidth, and processing power. 

3.3 Selection optimization 

Using the InfoPyramid for managing the variations of the 
media objects, the number of different variations of each 
multimedia document is combinatorial in the number of me- 
dia objects (N) and number of variations of each media 
object (M), and is given by MN. In order to solve the 
optimization problems of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we convert the 
constrained optimization problems into the equivalent La- 
grangian unconstrained problems, as described in [16]. 

The optimization solution is based on the resource allo- 
cation technique proposed in [24] for arbitrary discrete func- 
tions. We illustrate this by converting the problem in Eq. 1 
to the following unconstrained problem: 

min{x D((Oij)n) - ~(VT - V((O;j)n))}- (4) 
* 

We can see that the optimal solution gives that for all n, 
the selected variation of the media objects (O:,), operate 
at the same constant trade-off X in content-value V((O;,),) 
vs data size D((Oij)n). In order to solve the optimization 
problem, we need only to search over values of X. 

3.4 Example content selection 

We illustrate the content selection in an example multimedia 
document, as shown in Figure 4. The multimedia document 
has two media objects: a video object = (000)s and a text 
object = (Ozs)i. For each media object (Oij),, where n E 
{O, l}, we construct an HoPyramid {Oi,},, which gives 
the different variations of the media object. The selection 
process selects the variations (O,t,)e and (O,t,)l, respectively, 
in order to maximize the total content value. 

(0ij)n V((O;j)n) D((O;jjn) Modality 
000 0 1.0 1.0 video 

(001 )o 0.75 0.25 video 
(OlO)O 0.5 0.10 image 

Table 1: Summary of different variations of two media ob- 
jects, (Oij)s and (Oij)i. 

We consider four variations of each media object with 
content values and data sizes given in Table 1. By iterating 
over values for the trade-off X in content value and data size, 
we obtain the content selection table of Table 2, which shows 
the media object variations that maximize the total content 
value max(c, V((Oij)n)) for different total maximum data 
sizes DT, as given in Eq 1: 
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1-I 1 n (qj>, 

Figure 4: Example content selection for a multimedia document V consisting of two media objects: (a) (0oo)o (video) and 
(020)i (text), (b) InfoPyramid document with (Oij)a and (Oij)r, and (c) selected variation of the media objects (O:~)O and 
(O,t,)l. 

1.75 1.25 
1.75 0.75 
1.5 0.6 

1.25 0.35 
1.25 0.35 
1.0 0.2 
0.5 0.1 

Table 2: Summary of the selected variations of the two me- 
dia objects, (Oi,)o and (Oi,)r, under different total maxi- 
mum data size constraints DT. 

3.5 Server-based selection 

Adaptive selection is most appropriate when the InfoPyra- 
mid is used to store and manage different variations of the 
media objects. However, in many cases, the multimedia 
content is already stored in legacy formats and is served by 
traditional, non-adaptive content servers. For example, this 
is usually the case for multimedia documents on the Web. 
One way to solve this problem is by using active proxies 
for transcoding the content on-the-fly to adapt it to client 
devices [s] , as we describe next. 

4 MULTIMEDIA TRANSCODING 

The second form of scalable multimedia delivery to pervasive 
devices is on-line transcoding. For on-line transcoding, we 
use the InfoPyramid as a transient structure in transcoding 
the media objects to the most appropriate modalities and 
fidelities. In order to best adapt the content, we design a 
dynamic routing system that exercises the trade-off between 
delay and distortion in selecting the transcoding paths. 

4.1 Input-output signature 

We assume that the InfoPyramid needs to manage a poten- 
tially large number of different transcoders. In general, it is 
difficult to hard-code the transcoding paths for each media 
object for each client device under many different condi- 
tions. The difficulty is compounded by the fact that the 
device constraints fall in a range of continuous values for 
display, storage, processing and bandwidth. Therefore, we 
define a process for selecting the transcoding paths dynami- 
cally. To do this, we first need to describe each transcoding 
method to allow automatic selection, as follows: 

For each transcoder method Lk in the, InfoPyramid, we 
define an input-output signature Lk = (Li”, LE”‘), where 

and 

L;;” = (M&F;“, D~,S~), 
out 

Lk = (Ml-*, FzUt, DgUfr S;ut) 

MFrout = input-output modality 

FYut = input-output fidelity 

Dk 
in,out = input-output data size 

s~~““t = input-output spatial-temporal size. 

For example, a 50% text summarizer defines a signature 
of 

Lkn = (M&F,& D;Fn,S;cn) 
out 

Lk = (Mp,O.5F;“,O.5D;;n, 0.5S3, 

which indicates that the transcoder produces an output with 
the same modality as input, but with a 50% reduction in 
data size and spatial size. 

4.2 Distortion vs. delay 

The transcoding input-output signatures allow the dynamic 
selection of the transcoding paths. For example, given an 
input with a particular modality, and a desired output data 
with a particular modality and fidelity, the system can con- 
struct a set of valid transcoding paths that carry out the 
transcoding. 

We use a dynamic routing procedure to select the best 
transcoding path for each of the media objects based on the 
distortion vs. delay tradeoffs as follows: 

For each transcoder method Lk we also define a delay 
rate & and distortion Dk. The delay rate allows the com- 
putation of the total processing delay 6k ,required by the 
transcoder for data of a given input size Zin, where 

6k = PkzLn. 

The distortion Dk gives the ratio of the content value of the 
transcoded output data compared to the input data, 

Dk = v;utlv;n. 
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4.3 Dynamic routing 4.6 Image analysis 

We define the following dynamic routing procedure that se- Content analysis can be important for developing high-quality 
lects a transcoding path that optimizes the distortion us. efficient transcoders. Image content analysis is motivated 
delay trad.e-off, as follows: by the need to differentially transcode images depending on 

their characteristics, as illustrated in Figure 5. 
4.3.1 Minimum distortion For example, for one, it is desirable to transcode graphics 

The dynamic routing process selects a sequence of the transcoders 
and photographs differently with regards to size reduction, 

that minimizes the total delay for a total maximum distor- 
color reduction and quality reduction. In order to classify 

tion DT, as follows: 
the images, we use image analysis procedures that classify 
the images into image type and purpose classes, as described 

N-l N-l in [7]. We define the following image type classes: 

min(x(&),) s.t. C(di), < DT. (5) 
7 = {BWG, BWP, GRG, GRP, SCG, CCG, CP), 

n=O VL=O 
where BWG = b/w graphics, BWP = b/w photo, GRG 

= gray graphics, GRP = gray photos, SCG = simple color 

4.3.2 Minimum delay 
graphic, CCG = complex color graphics, and CP color photo. 
We also define the following image purpose classes 

The dynamic routing process selects a sequence of the transcoders P = {ADV, DEC, BUL, RUL, MAP, INF, NAV, CON}, 
that minimizes the total distortion for a total maximum de- where ADV = advertisements, DEC = decorations, BUL 
lay 2)T, aS fOllOWS: = bullets, RUL = rules, MAP = maps, INF = informational 

N-l N-l 
images, NAV = navigation images and CON = content re- 

min(x(d,),) S.t. C(Ji)n < VT. (6) 
lated images [25]. 

n=O n=O 4.6.1 Image type classification 
As in the previous cases for content selection, we can see 

that the number of possible transcoding paths is combina- 
torial, in this case given M different transcoder methods, 
there are MN different transcoder paths of length N. We 
can potentially solve the optimization problems of Eq. 5 and 
Eq. 6 using the Lagrangian method, as described earlier. In 
this case, at the optimal solution, the selected transcoders 
operate at the same constant delay us. distortion trade- 
off. However. we instead use the inout-out sirmatures of the 
transcoder functions to construct the allowable transcoding 
paths. We then need to select the best path in terms of 

The image type classification system extracts color features 
of the images and utilizes a decision tree classifier, as de- 
scribed in [7]. The decision tree classifies the images along 
the dimensions of color content (color, gray, b/w), and source 
(photographs, graphics). Distinguishing between b/w, gray 
and color requires image analysis because of artifacts in- 
troduced in the image production and compression often 
obfuscates the image type. 

4.6.2 Image purpose classification 

delay and distortion. 
We provide a more detailed examination of the dynamic 

routing procedure for the case of image transcoding. 

4.4 IMAGE TRANSCODING 

We have many methods for image transcoding, including 
methods for image size reduction, image color reduction, 
image compression and format conversion. 

4.5 Image transcoding dynamic routing 

For each image transcoding method Lk, we define an ex- 
tended input-output signature Lk = (L’,“, J%:“‘), as follows: 

Lp = (Min, F,f”, D;;“, SLn”, R;(“, Tin) 
out 

Lk = (Mkout,FkOUt,D~t,SkOUt,R;r,TkOUt) 

where Mp, Fin, DE, SF are defined above, and 

Rk 
in,out = input-output image format 

Tt?out = input-out-put image type 

For example, a 50% size reduction method for RGB im- 
ages defines a signature of 

in 
Lk = (L~,F~‘R,D~,S~,R~,T~n) 
out 

Lk = (L;I”, 0.5F&O.25D;;“, 0.5$“, RF,TiUt) 

Multi-modal information is often useful in helping to catego- 
rize images in multimedia documents [26, 271. As illustrated 
in Figure 6, we use the document context of each image, its 
related text and image type information to classify the im- 
ages into the image purpose classes P. The system makes 
use of five contexts for the images in the Web documents: 
C = {BAK, INL, ISM, REF, LIN}, which correspond to 
the HTML tags as follows: BAK = background image, INL 
= in-line image, ISM = is a map image, REF= referenced 
image and LIN = linked image. 

The image purpose classification system also uses a dic- 
tionary of terms extracted from the text related to the im- 
ages. The terms are extracted from the ‘ah tag text, the 
image URL address strings, and the text nearby the images 
in the Web documents. The system makes use of terms such 
as ‘D = {“ad”, “texture”, “bullet”, “map”, “logo”, “icon”}. 
The system also extracts a number of image attributes, such 
as image width (w), height (h), and aspect ratio (r = w/h). 

The system classifies the images into the purpose classes 
using a rule-based decision tree framework described in [25]. 
The rules map the values for image type t E 7, context 
c f C, terms d E ‘D, and image attributes a E {w, h, r} into 
the purpose classes. The following examples illustrate some 
of the image purpose rules: 

p=ADV t t=SCG, c=REF, d=“ad” 

p = DEC t c = BAK, d = “texture” 

; = MAP t t = SCG, c = ISM, 2u > 256, h > 256 

p = BUL t t = SCG, r > 0.9, r < 1.1, w < 12 

p=RUL t t=SCG, r>2O,h <12 

We define the image transcoding functions that perform 
image manipulation and image analysis. The objective of 
image analysis is to obtain information about the images 
that improves the transcoding. 
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Figure 5: Image content analysis is motivated by the need to differentiate the selection of the transcoding methods based on 
the input image. 

p = INF t t = SCG, c = INL, h < 96, w < 96 

4.7 Image manipulation 

The system provides a number of image manipulation func- 
tions. Examples include image size reduction using a num- 
ber of different methods, image color reduction using a num- 
ber of different methods, image quality reduction and image 
format conversion. 

4.7.1 Spatial size change routing 

We consider as an example, the different methods for size 
reduction as follows: 

50% image size reduction 

in 
LO = (M;“, F;“, Dl”, S;“, Rp,Tj”) 
out 

LO = (M,&0.5F~“,0.25D~,0.25.S~, R;:,T,“‘), 

Graphic 50% image subsampler 

in 
L, = (M;n, Fin, D1”, S;“, Rf”,T;“) 
out 

L1 = (M;n,0.5F;n,0.25D;n,0.25Sfn, Rt”,T;“), 

Photograph 50% image subsampler 

in 
L2 = (M;“, F;“, D;“, S;“, R;“,T;“) 
cmt 

L = (M;n,0.5F;n,0.25D&0.25S& R&Tjn), 

Image type analysis 

LF = (M;“, Fin, D& S;“, Rp,T;“) 
out 

L = (Ml’=, Fin, DQ”, S;“, RE,T,““‘), 

We also have that these functions have different delays 
rates ok and distortions dk, for k = 0.. .3. 

The size reduction method LO generates the size reduc- 
tion of any input type of image by fihering with a low-quality 
filter and subsampling. On the other hand, L1 simply sub- 
samples the any input SCG image, while Lz performs size 
reduction on any CP image by filtering with a high quality 
filter before subsampling. The analysis method, La deter- 
mine? the image type information, i.e., SCG us CP images, 
which can be used to differentially select the size reduction 
methods based on image type. 

The delay rates and distortions of the size reduction func- 
tions differ because functions L1 and Lz use specially tuned 
algorithms for SCG and CP, respectively. But, they require 
image type information in order to be used. The gathering 
of image type information however, requires the execution 
of La. This gives the different delay us. distortion options 
for transcoding the images. 

We summarize the possible image size transcoding paths 
based on the above methods, as follows: 

IMAGE;, + LO + IMAGE,,t 

IMAGE;, 4 LsL1 + IMAGEout 

IMAGEi, + L3Lz -+ IMAGE,,, 

Given the tradeoff between distortion and delay, the dy- 
namic routing system can select the best transcoding path. 
For fast, low-quality transcoding, the system can directly 
execute the first path (LO). However, for higher-quality, the 
system can select either of the next two paths (LsLi) or 
(L3Lz), which require execution of the image analysis func- 
tion L3. 

4.7.2 Image data size reduction 

In general, the dynamic routing can be used to select among 
the size reduction, color reduction and compression methods 
in order to reduce the data size of the image. We consider 
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l BAK - background 
l INL - inline 
l ISM - ismap 
l REF - referenced 
l LIN - anchor link 

.______---_-.--------. 

image 
l SCG 

l CCG 

l CP 

l ADV - advertisements 
l DEC - decorations 
l E3UL - bullets, ball, dots 
l RUL - rules, lines 
l MAP - image maps 
l NAV - navigation 

: l CON - content related 

Figure 6: Image purpose detection uses image type information, multimedia document context and related text to classify 
images into image purpose classes. 

different functions for color reduction and compression, in 
addition to the size reduction methods above, as follows: 

Color to Gray 

Lin = (Mi”, Fin, D;“, SF, R&Tfy 
LOUt 

4 = (M~n,0.5F4i”,0.33D4n,S4n,R~,T,in), 

Gray to B/W 

L;” = (Mj’=, Fin, Dp, S;“, R;“, T,‘“) 
out 

L5 = (M~“,0.5Fs’“,0.250;“,0.25Ss”, R&T;“), 

50% compression 

Lin = (M;“, Fin, OS”, S;“, Rr;“,Tjn) 
out 

L6 = (M~“,O.5F~“,O.5Dr;“,$‘, RF,T:“), 

We summarize the additional image data size reduction 
transcoding paths as follows: 

IMAGEi, + Le + IMAGE,,t 

IMAGE;, + L4L5 + IMAGEout 

IMAGE;, + Ls + IMAGE,,t 

Based on the delay US. distortion trade-offs, the dynamic 
routing procedure can select the transcoding paths. 

4.8 Image transcoding policies 

We can also use the image type and purpose information 
more explicitly to define transcoding policies [7]. Consider 
the following example transcoding policies based upon image 

type and client device capabilities: 

Lz(X) c type(X) = CP, device = HHC 

Ll(X) +- type(X) = SCG, device = HHC 

&&,55(X) t type(X) = CP, device = PDA 

L4&(X) t type(X) = SCG, device = PDA 

L6(x) t type(x) = GRP, 

bandwidth < 28.8K 

LI(X) t type(X) = GRG, 

bandwidth < 28.8K - 

Here, PDA and HHC indicate two different types of client 
devices. 

4.9 Remove, substitute and null operations 

In addition to size reduction, color reduction, and compres- 
sion, other transcoding operations for images in multimedia 
documents include image removal and substitution, defined 
as follows: 

Remove 

in 
L7 = (M;“, Fin, D;“, SF, R&Tin) 
out L7 = (o,o,o, o,o, q, 

Substitute with text 

Lin = (M~~,F~“,D~,s~,R~,T~~) 
out 

L3 = (TEXT, FcfUt, DiUt, Slut, Rf;“, T”‘), 

Null operation 
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This allows us to design transcoding policies that make 
use of the image purpose analysis. Consider the following 
transcoding policies: 

Ls(X) t purpose(X) = MAP 

LB(X) +- purpose(X) = ADV 

bandwidth 5 14.4K 

L,(X, “<li>“) t purpose(X) = BUL, 

device = PDA 

L,(X, f) t purpose(X) = INF, 

display size = 320 x 200 

The first policy makes sure that map images are not reduced 
in size in order to preserve the click focus translation. The 
second policy illustrates the removal of advertisement im- 
ages if the bandwidth is low. The third policy substitutes 
the bullet images with the HTML code “<li>,” which draws 
a bullet without requiring the image. A similar policy substi- 
tutes rule images with “<hi->“. The last policy substitutes 
the information images, i.e., logos, icons, mastheads, with 
related text if the device screen is small. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 

The scalable multimedia delivery system can be deployed at 
a number of places in the network including at the server, in 
a proxy, or at the client, as shown in Figure 7. Deployed at 
the server, the system stores the variations of the media ob- 
jects and selects the appropriate ones for the client devices. 
Deployed at a proxy, for each request, the system retrieves, 
transcodes and delivers the media objects, on-the-fly. De- 
ployed at the client, the scalable multimedia delivery system 
can be used to customize the content presentation. 

5.1 On-line transcoding 

As part of the Content Adaption Framework (CAF) project, 
we are developing an Internet transcoding proxy . The 
transcoding proxy is based on an Apache web server. The 
transcoding proxy includes a customized Apache proxy mod- 
ule that transcodes images and text to adapt Web pages to 
different client devices. At present, information about the 
client devices is communicated to the proxy by the user. 
The user is given a form and optionally a slidebar that al- 
lows the transcoding levels for text and images to be set. 
The transcoding proxy receives requests from the client de- 
vices, then retrieves the content, transcodes the images and 
text according to the transcoding preferences and delivers 
the results to the user. 

5.2 Role of standards 

In general, standards can be very important in the deploy- 
ment of scalable multimedia delivery systems. We are cur- 
rently exploring the use of a client device description vocabu- 
lary based on the Composite Capability/Preference Profiles 
(CC/PP) specification [28]. CC/PP provides an extensible 
framework for describing user preferences and device capa- 
bilities. A proxy or server is able to interpret the CC/PP 
information to transcode or select content appropriately. 

We are also currently exploring the use of content de- 
scription (MPEG-7) and Web annotation (W3C) standards. 

l http:// www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/transcodingproxy 

One recent proposal to W3C ([29]) describes an annota- 
tion system that attaches information to HTML/XML doc- 
uments to guide their adaptation to the characteristics of di- 
verse information appliances. Our recent proposal to MPEG 
([22]) describes MPEG-7 meta-data for annotating multime- 
dia documents and objects to enabIe adaptive selection and 
transcoding of multimedia content. 

6 SUMMARY 

We presented a system for scalable delivery of multimedia 
documents in order to adapt them to the capabilities of the 
pervasive client devices such as PDAs, HHCs, smart phones 
and PCs. The system uses a data model called the InfoPy- 
ramid to manage different variations of the media objects 
and manipulate the media objects by translation and sum- 
marization to adapt the multimedia documents to the con- 
straints of the client devices. 
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